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(b) HMSR.
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Fig. 1: Overview of Bi-KVIL. (a) Human demonstration videos of the pouring tasks are collected with different styles and
pose variations of categorical objects. (b) For each task, we abstract the hand/object relationships into a symbolic Hybrid
Master- Slave Relationship (HMSR) with (c) sub-symbolic geometric constraints for each master-slave pair to model motion
styles. (d) The learned tasks are then reproduced with category-level generalization in cluttered scenes by ARMAR-6.

Abstract— Visual imitation learning has achieved impressive
progress in learning unimanual manipulation tasks from a
small set of visual observations, thanks to the latest advances
in computer vision. However, learning bimanual coordination
strategies and complex object relations from bimanual visual
demonstrations, as well as generalizing them to categorical
objects in novel cluttered scenes remain unsolved challenges.
In this paper, we extend our previous work on keypoints-based
visual imitation learning (K-VIL) [1] to bimanual manipulation
tasks. The proposed Bi-KVIL jointly extracts so-called Hybrid
Master-Slave Relationships (HMSR) among objects and hands,
bimanual coordination strategies, and sub-symbolic task repre-
sentations. Our bimanual task representation is object-centric,
embodiment-independent, and viewpoint-invariant, thus gener-
alizing well to categorical objects in novel scenes. We evaluate
our approach in various real-world applications, showcasing its
ability to learn fine-grained bimanual manipulation tasks from
a small number of human demonstration videos. Videos and
source code are available at https://sites.google.com/view/bi-kvil.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bimanual manipulation is key to human everyday activi-
ties while being significantly more complex than the simple
sum of two unimanual tasks. Similarly to the unimanual
case, bimanual manipulation tasks are usually characterized
by invariant task features over several demonstrations [2],
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[3]. For instance, pouring tasks are characterized via the
alignment of the mouth of the container to the rim of the
cup (see Fig. 1a). In [1], we introduced the Keypoint-based
Visual Imitation Learning (K-VIL) framework that leverages
this principle to automatically extract sparse, object-centric,
and embodiment-independent task representations from few
human demonstration videos. However, K-VIL is limited
to unimanual tasks with a single master-slave pair and a
static master object. Instead, bimanual tasks often involve
more than two objects, as well as more complex master-
slave relationships since each master object may itself be a
motion-salient slave object paired to another master object.

In this paper, we build on our previous work [1] and
propose Bi-KVIL, an approach for learning bimanual task
representations that capture all relevant temporal and spatial
constraints between the hands/objects (see Figs. 1b and 1c).
To this end, it is important to understand their roles and re-
lationships in the demonstrated bimanual tasks. Early works
focused on hand/arm relationships but overlooked the role
of objects. For example, dominant and non-dominant hands
(or arms) are used in [4], [5] to describe their roles in
asymmetrical bimanual tasks. Specifically, the non-dominant
hand often stabilizes the object and sets a frame of reference
defining the motion of the dominant hand. In robotics, the
leader-follower [6], [7] and master-slave [1], [8] relation-
ships are also widely used to design control policies for
the slave/follower arm within a local frame defined on the
master/leader arm. In this paper, we adopt the master-slave
relationship (MSR) naming convention following [1], [8],
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and extend it from arm coordination to object relationships,
while considering the human hands as a special type of
object. As a result, we unify the representation of the
roles, relationships, and task constraints for both objects
and hands. The bimanual manipulation categories [9] of the
demonstrated tasks are then derived from the extracted MSR
(see Section IV-C). Overall, Bi-KVIL unifies the learning
of object-centric uni- and bimanual manipulation tasks, and
captures fine-grained manipulation styles. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is the first to simultaneously extract
bimanual coordination strategies and generalizable geometric
task constraints from few (∼ 5-10) visual demonstrations.

The contributions of this paper are twofold: (i) We propose
Bi-KVIL for learning bimanual manipulation tasks from a
small number of visual demonstrations. Bi-KVIL automati-
cally extracts a Hybrid Master-Slave Relationship (HMSR),
the corresponding bimanual coordination strategy, and sub-
-symbolic task representations (see Section IV). These rep-
resentations include keypoints-based geometric constraints
on principal manifolds, their associated local frames, and
movement primitives (see Section III); (ii) We present the
bimanual keypoint-based admittance controller (Bi-KAC) ex-
tended from KAC [1] to handle a set of prioritized geometric
constraints for bimanual tasks (see Section V). It allows
the reproduction of bimanual tasks corresponding to the
bimanual manipulation taxonomy introduced in [9].

II. RELATED WORK

Learning fine-grained bimanual tasks from visual obser-
vation of human demonstrations is a long-standing goal in
robotics. It combines challenges in computer vision, biman-
ual coordination, and control. Most previous works focus on
one or a few aspects of the problem.

A. Visual Imitation Learning

VIL has made impressive progress thanks to the advances
in deep-learning-based computer vision algorithms. Percep-
tion pipelines [10], [11] are used to obtain poses of hands and
objects from visual demonstrations, which are then used to
train reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms for motion poli-
cies. Despite their performance, generalization capabilities
are not guaranteed in semantic manipulation [12] when ob-
jects have large shape variations. To improve category-level
generalization, visual object descriptors based on image fea-
tures [13]–[19] were proposed to find dense correspondences
between categorical objects, thus facilitating category-level
adaptation of downstream object-centric manipulation skills.
Similarly, SE(3)-equivariant object shape features [20]–[22]
and space coverage features [23], [24] were proposed to
cope with partially-observed object point-clouds. However,
VIL based on such features requires manually-annotated
keypoints for training [25], [26] and inference [21]. To
address this issue, we adopted image features from [13]
and proposed a Principal Constraint Estimation (PCE) al-
gorithm to automatically extract keypoints-based geometric
constraints from demonstrations [1]. This approach outper-
forms data-driven methods [27] in terms of the number of

demonstrations and category-level generalization. However,
considering bimanual coordination, it is crucial to apply any
of these approaches to bimanual tasks.

B. Imitation Learning of Bimanual Manipulation

Many works on bimanual manipulation focus on designing
controllers coping with known coordination categories [28]–
[35] rather than learning the coordination strategies from
demonstrations. Such strategies can be either implicitly en-
coded in the motions or explicitly represented as constraints.

1) Implicit coordination: Trajectory-based bimanual imi-
tation learning focuses on learning the spatio-temporal corre-
lations of bilateral motions with different variations of move-
ment primitives [36]–[39] or Transformer-based models [7].
This implicit encoding of coordination strategies overlooks
the roles of objects in the task, thus limiting generalization
abilities compared to object-centric VIL approaches. Coordi-
nation strategies are also implicitly encoded in bimanual deep
imitation learning [40]–[46], which additionally requires
many demonstrations that are not always available in the real
world. Despite the success of their reactive controllers within
the trained scenes, these approaches lack generalization abil-
ities as they do not explicitly encode coordination strategies
and constraints. In contrast, Bi-KVIL only requires 5-10
demonstrations and improves generalization by explicitly
extracting coordination strategies and task constraints.

2) Explicit coordination: Abstracting a representation of
a coordinated behavior often involves analyzing the contact
and grasp state, the role of the objects/hands, as well
as the spatio-temporal and force constraints. A rule-based
classification was proposed in [9] to determine the category
of bimanual actions defined by the bimanual manipulation
taxonomy. Other works mainly focused on object-action re-
lation [47] or on learning a specific coordination strategy [8].
In this paper, we focus on spatio-temporal constraints, as
force data required by [8] is not available in demonstration
videos. Specifically, we unify the bimanual coordination
categories of [9] in our MSR representation and controller.
Moreover, Bi-KVIL relaxes the need for predefined frames
per object as in [8], and combines automatic extraction of
MSR, bimanual coordination, and object-centric task repre-
sentations, thus enabling generalizable fine-grained skills.

III. BACKGROUND

Here, we briefly review the K-VIL framework [1], from
which Bi-KVIL is derived. Given a set of human demon-
stration videos (see Fig. 1a) with different categorical ob-
jects (e. g., different cups in Fig. 2a), K-VIL detects and
tracks dense correspondence points, i. e., candidate points,
on the visible surface of the objects using Dense Object
Net (DON) [13]. The motion-salient object is considered
a slave object. Candidate local frames are determined by
matching the neighboring points between the canonical shape
and actual point cloud of the master object (see Fig. 2a). We
then align all demonstrations to each candidate local frame
on the master object. This allows the geometric constraints,
i. e., spatial invariances, to become salient (see Fig. 2b) and to
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Fig. 2: Illustration of K-VIL on a cup-kettle master-slave pair.

be computed using the Principal Manifold Estimation (PME)
algorithm [48]. In this way, the extracted local frame F ,
geometric constraints (p2p and p2c in Fig. 2b), and associ-
ated via-point movement primitives (VMPs) [49] define the
motion of the slave object with respect to the master object.
As shown in Fig. 2c, K-VIL considers, in priority order,
point-to-point (p2p), point-to-line (p2l), point-to-plane (p2P),
point-to-curve (p2c), and point-to-surface (p2S) geometric
constraints. Each keypoint is then driven by a spring-damper
system following the VMPs and constraints via a keypoint-
based admittance controller (KAC). The composed force
finally drives the robot hand to reproduce the task. Note
that K-VIL focuses on a single master-slave pair, which
corresponds to each master-slave pair in the Bi-KVIL HMSR
graph (see Fig. 1b and Fig. 3).

IV. BIMANUAL KEYPOINT-BASED VISUAL IMITATION
LEARNING (BI-KVIL)

This section presents the Bi-KVIL approach. We first
introduce the perception pipeline for preprocessing demon-
stration videos in Section IV-A. We then detail the proposed
master-slave relationship and its extraction in Section IV-B.

A. Preprocessing

(Bi-)K-VIL rely on robust estimation and tracking of dense
candidate points of the objects. To this end, we compose var-
ious off-the-shell computer vision algorithms into a reliable
perception pipeline. We support videos taken by stereo RGB
or monocular RGB-D cameras from different viewpoints. We
prefer the stereo approach for translucent or thin objects,
where the depth is estimated using UniMatch [50].

1) Candidate points on objects: Similarly to K-VIL, we
train DONs per object category in a self-supervised and task-
agnostic manner. To improve the data quality, we replace
the traditional 3D reconstruction in DON with a modified
Instant-NGP following [51], [52]. We select the first image
frame of a random demonstration to create the canonical
space of all objects (see Fig. 2a). We use DON to find
the initial dense correspondence points for each object only
on the first image frame of any other demonstrations, and
the deep optical flow algorithm RAFT [53] to track the
motion of these points in image coordinates. To further
restrict the results of DON and RAFT within the region of
the objects, we employ the Segment [54] and Track [55]
Anything models in combination to the object detection

model Grounding DINO [56]. Finally, we map the motion
of the candidate points from image coordinates to 3D using
triangular geometry, remove outliers, and smooth the motions
with Savitzky-Golay filters.

2) Human pose estimation: In addition to candidate points
on objects, Bi-KVIL requires keypoints of the human hands
and the handedness, i. e., the left/right label of each hand. In
natural visual demonstrations, human hands are often heavily
(self-)occluded in several image frames, where methods like
MediaPipe [57] fail. We found that RTMPose [58] robustly
estimates the whole-body human pose in 2D including the
handedness, which allows us to map different sub-tasks to
the robot’s hands. The image patches containing the detected
hands and their handedness are used to obtain 3D hand poses
using MeshGraphormer [59]. We re-base the hand mesh to
the most probable visible keypoint of the hand using object-
hand mask overlay and pre-defined priority. We empirically
observed that our framework outperforms other models, e. g.,
MediaPipe 3D, OSX [60] when under heavy (self-)occlusion.

It is important to note that we assume the human demon-
strations to be temporally segmented, so we focus on ex-
tracting the HMSR and K-VIL’s task representation for each
motion segment. We do not include evaluations of different
computer algorithms, since this is not the focus of our paper.

B. Extraction of Master-Slave Relationships (MSRs)

Given the 3D trajectories of dense points on the objects
and hands aligned in the camera frame, we first analyze the
object/hands relationships. We propose five types of MSRs
that often appear in unimanual and bimanual manipulation
tasks, namely, single, multiple, multi-level, hierarchical, and
hybrid MSR, which resemble the definition and graph rep-
resentation of the inheritance in C++ programming language
(see Fig. 3). The single MSR corresponds to the unimanual
K-VIL case [1], where only two objects interact within a
single master-slave pair. Within multiple MSR, the motion of
a slave object is defined in local frames of multiple master

objects. In multi-level MSR, a slave object can be the master

of another slave object. A hierarchical MSR is a tree-like
structure where each master may have multiple slave objects.
Finally, the hybrid MSR (HMSR) combines multiple and
hierarchical MSRs, i. e., it is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
in which a slave object may have master objects at different
levels (e. g., S1 in Fig. 3e). The HMSR differs from the
inheritance in C++ in that a slave object does not inherit
geometric constraints from its master. Instead, constraints are
explicitly defined between each object pair (see in Fig. 3e).
In the following, we use HMSR as a general framework that
encompasses all other MSRs. To extract HMSR, we first
build a rough DAG using motion-saliency, grasping, and pose
invariance detection in Sections IV-B.1 to IV-B.3. Since each
valid master-slave pair in this graph must have at least one of
the constraints in Fig. 2c, we use K-VIL in Section IV-B.4
to truncate master-slave pairs without constraints and finally
obtain a compact graph.

1) Absolute motion saliency detection: Since any motion
must be represented in a local frame, the top-level master
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Fig. 3: MSR diagrams. Mi
j represents the j-th master object at level i. For level i > 0, a master object is itself a slave object

paired to another master object at level i− 1. The slave objects are located at the lowest level.

objects in HMSR must be static. We use motion saliency to
determine static (if any) and moving objects based on the
average point velocities in the global camera frame. In the
absence of static objects, we define local frames on the initial
state of the moving objects, in which the constraints and its
motion following that state are modeled (see Section IV-B.4).
We define the initial state, i. e., the observed point cloud at
the first timestep, of each moving object as a special object,
called virtual object, in HMSR (see, e. g., Fig. 1b).

2) Grasp detection based on relative motion saliency:
Before determining bimanual coordination strategies, we
need to estimate the grasping relationships between hands
and objects. Similarly to K-VIL, the human hand is con-
sidered a special type of object with 21 keypoints (see
MANO [61] model). We detect contacts between two objects
based on the spatial distances between all candidate point
pairs. Additionally, we compute the average change rate of
the absolute distance of the Q = 50 neighboring points
on the object around the hand relative to the hand’s local
frame. If it drops below a certain threshold for a hand-object
pair in contact, a firm grasp is detected. In object-centric
representations, the grasps are modeled and adapted with
respect to the object being grasped. Therefore, we set the
hand as a slave object paired to the grasped master object
(see Fig. 1b).

3) Pose Invariance Detection: Our approach relies on the
estimated motion of the objects’ candidate points without
any prior semantic knowledge about the objects or their
roles in the task. Therefore, the motion of object A relative
to B can equivalently be represented as the motion of B
relative to A. This results in a potential bi-directional MSR,
leading to improper reproductions. For example, the master

cup may move with respect to the slave kettle, resulting in an
invalid pouring action. To address this issue, Krebs et. al. [9]
chose the master object as the less mobile one using absolute
motion saliency detection. However, this is not necessarily
correct. For example, the cup is usually considered a master

object in the pouring task even if it moves more than the slave

kettle (see Fig. 1c). To address this problem, we propose an
invariance criterion. Given a moving object pair (OA, OB)
that has a potential bi-directional MSR, we first compute
the translational and orientational spatial invariance of both
relative to all static objects {Os}. The key idea is that if
we observe the most salient spatial invariance from object
Ol with respect to Os, l ∈ {A,B}, we consider Ol the
master, which itself is paired to the master Os. Specifically,

the master object is obtained by

l = argminl{r
p
s,l, r

o
s,l}s∈Os, l∈{A,B}, (1)

where the ratios rps,l, r
o
s,l are the normalized translational

and orientational spatial variability of the salient object Ol

relative to the static object Os, respectively. This ensures that
the HMSR is a DAG. The HMSR may still contain redundant
relations, which we then truncate.

4) Truncation: For each potential master-slave pair in the
HMSR graph, we employ K-VIL as described in Section III
and remove the pairs that do not show any constraint between
the master and slave objects. This results in a compact HMSR
graph associated with sub-symbolic geometric constraints
for each master-slave pair (see Section III and Figs. 1b
and 1c). In Section VI, we show that the HMSR graph
becomes more compact and converges as the number of
demonstrations increases. Our insight is that, with scarce
demonstrations, any valid salient geometric constraint should
be considered as knowledge about the task is limited, while
unnecessary constraints can be truncated when statistical
evidence becomes available in new demonstrations. When
a moving master object Om is not constrained by any static
object after truncation, it is allowed to move freely in space
following a task-space VMP. Its pose corresponds to the pose
of the local frame that defines the top-priority constraints
for its slave object. The frame of reference for the VMP is
located on the virtual object, defined by the initial state of
object Om. We model a distribution of the end pose of Om

in the demonstrations, from which we sample a target pose
to adapt the VMP for execution. This new type of constraint,
called pose constraint, is added to Fig. 2c.

C. Bimanual Coordination Strategies

Given the grasp relationship and HMSR extracted in
Section IV-B, we derive bimanual coordination strategies.

1) Uncoordinated unimanual: A single grasp relationship
is detected between a hand and an object. This corresponds
to the K-VIL, i. e., single MSR case (see also Fig. 3a).

2) Uncoordinated bimanual: Each hand grasps a different
slave object, and these two slave objects have different master

objects (see Table II). In this case, the two hands perform
different tasks without coordination.

3) Loosely-coupled coordination: Interaction forces be-
tween two hand groups, i. e., the union of the hand and a
grasped object, is key to distinguishing loosely-coupled and
tightly-coupled asymmetric coordination strategies [9]. Since
estimating interaction forces from visual demonstrations is
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TABLE I: Loosely-coupled task: place spoon (Plsp) on a plate with different styles. Objects include a spoon (sp), a plate
(pt), and two hands (lh, rh). We prefix the letter v to the corresponding virtual object, e. g. vs stands for the virtual spoon.

not trivial, we do not distinguish between these two strategies
and group them into a single one. That is, if constraints exist
between the objects grasped individually by each hand, or if
both grasped slave objects share at least one master object,
the two hand groups are loosely-coupled. In the former case,
one hand is constrained by another, whereas in the latter, the
two hands move toward the same master object.

4) Tightly-coupled symmetric coordination: For a notice-
able time window, (i) both hands grasp the same object, and
(ii) the distance change rate (see Section IV-B.2) between
two hands drops below a certain threshold.

V. BIMANUAL KEYPOINT-BASED ADMITTANCE
CONTROLLER (BI-KAC)

Given the subsymbolic task representations in the HMSR
graph including the keypoints, their associated local frames,
geometric constraints and MPs, we derive a compliant
and torque-controlled bimanual keypoint-based controller
extended from KAC [1]. We control the Tool-Center-Point
(TCP) of each robot hand with an impedance controller. The
TCP task space target is derived using KAC for each arm.
Specifically, the spring-damper systems of all constraints
defined for an object in a hand contribute to the forces driving
this hand. The coordination is achieved via the HMSR. In
other words, Bi-KAC is a naive extension of KAC, which
handles bimanual coordination via the HMSR representation.
For example, in Fig. 1d, the left hand grasps the kettle follow-
ing p2p and p2c constraints. The corresponding VMPs and
constraints are dynamically updated by the moving master

cup grasped by the right hand, which itself is controlled by
a task-space VMP towards a pose constraint defined on the
static virtual cup.

VI. EVALUATION

We evaluate our approach in eight real-world tasks,
namely, pour water (Pow), pour beer (Pob), place spoon
(Plsp), place serving tray (Plst), place spoon and plate
(Plsp,pt), place cutboard and pan (Plcb,pa), place spoon and
banana (Plsp,ba), and clean table (Cta). Given a few demon-
stration videos of each task recorded with Azure Kinect or
Stereolab ZED camera, we run our perception pipeline to
obtain the 3D point trajectories of objects and hands, extract
a HMSR and a coordination strategy, and reproduce the tasks

with Bi-KAC in novel scenes. We evaluate Bi-KVIL’s ability
to 1) extract a consistent HMSR from different styles of
task demonstrations, 2) capture these fine-grained styles in
its sub-symbolic task representation, and 3) reproduce the
learned tasks with categorical generalization.

A. Task Extraction
For each task, we provide different styles and numbers

N of demonstrations, resulting in a total of 14 evaluations.
Specifically, in the Plsp task, the motion styles are: (Pl1sp) the
plate moves to the spoon and the spoon is lifted up and placed
at the center of the plate, (Pl2sp) as Pl1sp but plates are taken
from various positions above the table, (Pl3sp) similar to Pl1sp,
but the spoon is placed at an arbitrary position on the plate,
(Pl4sp) the plate moves to an arbitrary position with a spoon
at the center, and (Pl5sp) unimanual placement. Results are
displayed in Table I). With 3 and 4 demonstrations in Pl1sp
with small pose variations of plates with respect to the virtual
plate, Bi-KVIL extracts more p2p ( ) constraints than for
the other tasks. With additional demonstrations in Pl1sp 5 / 6 ,
p2P constraints for the spoon are extracted with respect to
multiple master objects, i. e., the plate, virtual spoon, and
virtual plate. Since the plate always remains on the table
surface, it is reasonable that multiple p2P constraints exist.
When the plate starts from above the table in Pl2sp 6 , Bi-
KVIL learns to eliminate the redundant master-slave pairs
related to the virtual plate and the associated p2P constraints
( ), resulting in a more compact HMSR graph. Compared
to Pl2sp 6 , the spoons are placed at arbitrary positions on
the plate in Pl3sp 6 , so that the p2p constraints between
the spoon and its two masters ( ) are truncated and an
additional p2P constraint is created. Similarly, in Pl4sp 6 , the
plate is constrained only by the table surface and the spoon
follows its motion, so that p2p ( ) are replaced by p2P
constraints. Except for the redundant master-slave pair of
Pl1sp 5 / 6 and the unimanual case Pl5sp 6 , the HMSR graph
is structured identically across task styles, but differs in sub-
symbolic constraints as different motion styles are captured.
Moreover, redundant relations and constraints are eliminated
by providing more demonstrations with variations. For all
bimanual Plsp tasks, Bi-KVIL extracts a loosely-coupled
bimanual coordination strategy with the right hand group
being non-dominant since the plate is a master of the spoon.
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TABLE II: HMSR for Plst, Plcb,pa, Plsp,pt, and Plsp,ba
tasks. Legend as Table I and tm, sp, pm, cb, pt, ba stand for
tablemat, spoon, potmat, cutboard, plate, and banana.
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TABLE III: Reproduction of the Plsp tasks with different
styles corresponding to Pl2−5

sp 6 . Images in each row cor-
respond to RGB perception from the robot’s viewpoint, the
task representation (TR), and the start and end of execution.

As shown in Fig. 1, different pouring styles also share
the same HMSR structure at a symbolic level and differ
only in the sub-symbolic definition of the p2p, p2c, and
pose constraints. Note that the pose constraints, required
to tilt the cup in the Pob task, are correctly modeled and
reproduced by Bi-KAC (see Figs. 1c and 1d). In Fig. 1c,
the cup travels longer and faster on average than the kettle
or beer bottle. In contrast to the rule-based algorithm in [9],
our pose invariance criteria identify the cup as master as it
displays less orientation variation.

The virtual object is not required in the presence of a static
real object from which the spatial invariances of the moving
objects are more salient. When the demonstrations contain
sufficient pose or shape variations, Bi-KVIL truncates the
virtual objects in the Plst, Plcb,pa, Plsp,pt, and Plsp,ba tasks,
and a static real object serves as the top-level master object
(see Table II). In Plst 6 , symmetric coordination is extracted
along with sub-symbolic constraints p2p and p2P defining
the target pose of the serving tray right above the center
of the tablemat. Bi-KVIL also deals with tasks involving
more than two objects, e. g., Plcb,pa 8 , Plsp,pt 6 and Plsp,ba 6 ,
where a loosely-coupled coordination is extracted for the
former two and uncoordinated bimanual coordination for the
latter. The master-slave pairs between the hand groups are

truncated as K-VIL finds no salient geometric constraint.

B. Task Reproduction

We evaluate Bi-KAC qualitatively for each task in Sec-
tion VI-A and refer the reader to [1] for quantitative evalu-
ations, as its behavior for each arm inherits KAC. Here, we
select one example per style of the Plsp task to illustrate the
behavior of Bi-KAC in reproducing the learned task with the
ARMAR-6 humanoid robot [62]. As shown in Table III, the
plate is driven to the initial position of the spoon with the
spoon head right above the center of the plate in Pl2sp 6 . This
is due to the p2p constraints between the plate and the virtual
spoon and between the spoon and the plate. In contrast, the
plate in Pl4sp 6 moves on plane constraints, and the spoon is
placed anywhere on the pan in Pl3sp 6 as p2p constraints were
eliminated ( ). Notice that all tasks were also reproduced
using out-of-distribution objects such as spoons of various
shapes, plates of different sizes and colors, and cooking pans
instead of plates in Plsp in Table III. We refer the interested
reader to our website https://sites.google.com/view/bi-kvil
for results of other tasks with different styles, numbers of
demonstrations, and out-of-distribution objects.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed Bi-KVIL, a novel keypoints-
based approach for visual imitation learning of bimanual
manipulation tasks. Bi-KVIL simultaneously extracts hybrid
master-slave relationships (HMSR) and bimanual coordina-
tion strategies at the symbolic level, as well as the task
representations capturing the fine-grained motion styles at
the sub-symbolic level. The proposed HMSR covers the
bimanual manipulation taxonomy [9] and enables unified
keypoints-based bimanual controllers for both uni- and bi-
manual tasks. By explicitly modeling the master-slave re-
lationships and geometric constraints in an object-centric
manner, our representation is embodiment-independent and
viewpoint invariant (see [1, Section VII]), and generalizes
well to categorical objects. Bi-KVIL allows us to learn
bimanual task representations while requiring less than 10
human demonstration videos from RGB-D cameras without
additional devices. In comparison, other bimanual imitation
learning approaches demand a large number of demonstra-
tions, e. g., 20 to 50 in [40], [41], 2500 to 4700 in [44],
and 256 to 4000 in [45], [46]. Some approaches additionally
require teleoperation data [40], [41] or human pose recorded
using motion capture system [7]. Finally, we establish a
perception pipeline leveraging advanced computer vision
algorithms to provide high-quality datasets for VIL.

Although our perception pipeline includes hand shape
completion [59], it does not handle object (self-)occlusion,
leading to failures if keypoints are occluded. Failures may
also occur due to inacurate correspondence detection in spe-
cific objects poses, which lead to imprecise local frames on
master objects and inaccurate target positions, e. g., the spout
of the kettle being outside the cup rim. Moreover, Bi-KAC,
as a naive extension of KAC, relies entirely on the HMSR for
coordination and disregards dual-arm synchronization [32],

https://sites.google.com/view/bi-kvil


[63], [64]. Therefore, it may drop the object in bimanual
transport tasks. In future work, we plan to address these
limitations and to investigate a comprehensive evaluation
benchmark for bimanual imitation learning tasks.
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